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PdB
hard work
at 360°
Wernersson the best
The international season has kicked off with the first round of the WSK,
now at its 4th edition. The meeting was held at La Conca on February 8th.
Peter de Bruijn’s team is well represented in all three classes. Sweden’s
Andreas Wernersson defends the colours of the Dutch team in KF3.
Leoplold Ringbom, Victor Oberg, Yuri Strogonov and Laura Tillet in KF2.
Last but not least, Manuel Renaudie and Yarno Hamppi in Super KF.
Andreas Wernersson, in his first season with Peter de Bruijn takes a brilliant fifth in KF3 Final. The Swede is outstanding from the timed practice
stopping a very good eight place.
He also takes a heat win, but is luck doesn’t assist him in the other two, having external grid start and getting overtaken by several rivals. Wernersson
lines up on prefinal row six start. A race that sees him save both kart
and tyres for the final. It’s in the most important race that Wernersson,
in 11th place and thanks to his performance, always in attack, brilliantly
gains places and grabs fifth. Things don’t go as expected for Frenchman

Renaudie, in Super KF. This is also due to the many changes in the Cik
regulations concerning the engines. In fact, in the queen class, you
need more time to find the right set up. Luck doesn’t assist him with
tyre choice in timed practice, and in the final when his engine betrays
him. PDB weekend in KF2 is not so positive, this is also due to the
weather conditions and problems with engine power (they mounted
the same engines as last season because the 2009 engines weren’t
very reliable), ruining things for Leopoldo Ringbom, Yuri Strogonov,
Laura Tillet and Viktor Oberg. Oberg and Ringbom manage to qualify
for the final. The Dane takes 18th while the Finn, Ringbom comes up
from rear grids to grab 16th.
“I’m very happy with our chassis – says Peter – further proof that the
hard work done over the winter months has been in the right direction.
Shame for the engine, but we’ll be much more competitive in the future,
starting from the Winter Cup in Lonato on February 22nd.”

